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Abstract

In this paper we consider a single Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) transmission link, to which Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
and Available Bit Rate (ABR) or Unspeci ed Bit Rate
(UBR) calls arrive according to independent Poisson
processes. CBR/VBR calls (characterized by their
equivalent bandwidth) are blocked and leave the system if the available link capacity is less than required
at the time of arrival. ABR/UBR calls, however, accept partial blocking [3], meaning that they may enter
service even if the available capacity is less than the
speci ed required peak bandwidth, but greater than the
so called minimal accepted bandwidth. Partially blocked
ABR/UBR calls instead experience longer service time,
since smaller given bandwidth entails longer time spent
in the system, as detailed in [3]. Throughout the life
time of an ABR/UBR connection, its bandwidth consumption uctuates in accordance with the current load
on the link but always at the highest possible value up
to their peak bandwidth (greedy sources). Additionally, if this minimal accepted bandwidth is unavailable
at the time of arrival ABR/UBR calls are allowed to
wait in a nite queue. This system is modelled by
a Continuous Time Markov Chain and the blocking
probabilities, the moments and the distribution of the
ABR/UBR waiting and service time are derived.

1 Introduction

One of the main concerns regarding the Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) is the integration of services having strict Quality of Service (QoS) gurantees [41] (Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR)),
with services of limited (Available Bit Rate (ABR)) or
without (Unspeci ed Bit Rate (UBR)) such gurantees.
Since ATM networks are connection oriented and by
adopting the concept of Equivalent Bandwidth, it is possible to model ATM networks carrying CBR and VBR
trac as multirate circuit switched networks on the call
level [33, 34, 10, 36]. Thus, the multirate Erlang Blocking Model [36] has been successfully used to analyze
such networks. With the introduction of the "best effort" type service classes (ABR and UBR) these models
need to be extended, because (1) the traditional equivalent bandwidth based approach for bandwidth estimation is not directly applicable (since there are less
or no QoS parameters at all), (2) there is either very
limited or no resource allocation made prior to the information transfer phase and (3) the traditional models
disregard the rate based closed loop ow control mechanism which is an essential feature of the ABR service
category. [41, 38].
A generalization of the multirate circuit switched loss
model has been presented in [3], where it was argued that with the introduction of partial blocking into
the Multirate Erlang Model it is possible to model
ABR/UBR services (best e ort services) on the call

scale. The key feature of such a system is that calls
accepting partial blocking specify (in addition to their
peak bandwidth requirement, Br ) a so called minimal
accepted service rate, rmin (in ABR terminology the
minimum cell rate MCR). During the call negotiation
process an ABR/UBR (best e ort) connection is accepted if, and only if, the available bandwidth (Ba ) at
the time of arrival satis es: rmin  Br  Ba . During
the life time of such a connection the instantenous service rate r(t), de ned as Ba (t)=Br , uctuates according to the current load and the available capacity on
the link, capturing the behaviour of an ideally working
rate based ABR control algorithm. An underlying assumption here is that the best e ort source is greedy in
the sense that as long as the connection is established
the source will always transmit with maximumpossible
rate which is the smallest of its peak rate Br and its
equal share of the bandwidth left for the ABR/UBR
service category.
Since we in this paper want to develop a new call
level model to include these new service classes, we
will use the terms "best e ort type service classes"
and "service classes with QoS guarantees" quite loosely
and interchangebly with the terms "ABR/UBR" and
"CBR/VBR" service classes.
Since the given bandwidth-residency time is kept constant, and since the given (available) bandwidth, Ba ,
may uctuate, this model can be seen as a generalization of the "Erlang Blocking Model with Retrials" analyzed by Kaufman in [21]. There, a type i call can specify "retry parameters" (Bir ; 1=ir ), where Bir < Bi (Bi
is the original bandwidth requirement of a type i call).
If such retry parameters are speci ed a blocked type
i call will immediately re-attempt, but now requesting reduced bandwidth Bir with a mean residency time
1=ir . Therefore the non real-time message types (e.g.
le transfers) may, upon being blocked obtain service
but with smaller bandwidth (Bir ) and larger residency
time (1=ir ), as long as the bandwidth-residency time
product is the same as originally requested (Bi  1=i),
[21].
It is expected from second generation ATM switches
that they will allow the uctuation of the actual bandwidth to ABR and UBR calls in accordance with the
available capacity. For the ABR service category this
is made possible by the ATM forum standardization
of the rate based ow control framework [41, 5]. For
both ABR and UBR it is further supported by the
introduction of fair queueing cell scheduling schemes
like virtual spacing scheduling [35], which are implementable approximations of the generalized processor
sharing scheduling discipline and its packetized version
(PGPS) [30, 31].
It has been observed in many papers [2, 28, 47, 15, 25,
40], that in a multirate network, where services with

large di erence between the bandwidth requirements
are present wide band calls su er much higher blocking probabilities than narrow band calls. By applying
either trunk reservation or class limitation it is possible to level out the blocking probabilities. However, in
most cases, the disadvantage put on the narrow band
trac is much bigger than the advantage obtained for
the wide band trac. Employing these fairness procedures therefore does not solve the problem of how to
achieve good network performance for all trac types
and high utilisation at the same time.
If it is possible to allow calls requiring a large amount
of bandwidth to wait in a queue (i.e. to allow for call
queueing) until resources become available, there is a
hope to signi cantly reduce the blocking probability
for these calls on the expense that sometimes a wide
band call will have to wait until a connection can be
established for the call. Allowing some trac classes
to wait in a queue implies that we have a mixed system
with both loss and delay.
Therefore in this paper we consider a system where
both partial blocking, (PB) and call queueing are allowed for best e ort calls. Speci cally, we investigate
an ATM link of capacity C, to which Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) or Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and Available Bit
Rate (ABR) or Unspeci ed Bit Rate (UBR) calls arrive
according to independent Poisson processes with intensities CV and AU . Calls belonging to the CBR/VBR
class are blocked and leave the system if the available
link capacity is less than the required, BCV , at the time
of arrival. Calls belonging to the best e ort class, however, accept partial blocking [3] down to a minimum
bandwidth requirement of rmin  BAU on the expense
of a longer time spent in the system. Additionally, best
e ort calls are allowed to wait in a nite queue of length
Q, if even this minimal accepted bandwidth is unavailable at the time of arrival. If the current queue length,
q, is already Q, then the best e ort call is blocked and
lost. Queued best e ort calls enter service as soon as
the available bandwidth reaches rmin  BAU . Since all
in-service best e ort calls always receive the same instantenous service rate, r(t), a new call (be it of guaranteed service or best e ort) is allowed into service even
if the link is "full", provided that the system is able
to "compress" the in-service best e ort calls such, that
the new service rate for the best e ort calls still remains
greater than rmin.
Section 2 presents the Markovian model where both
partial blocking and queueing are allowed. Calls with
guaranteed service compete with best e ort calls for the
bandwidth on a link and the underlying Quasi-BirthDeath structure (QBD) of the transition matrix is described. From the usual steady state analysis blocking probabilities for the two trac types are derived
and by an application of Little's result also the mean

time a best e ort call spends in the system is derived.
In section 3 a tagged best e ort call is modelled from
it enters the system (in either the queue or directly
into service) and until it leaves the system by a transient Markov Chain with an absorbing state. Thereby
the distribution of the time a best e ort call spends in
the system is derived. In section 4 the simpli ed system without queueing is analysed and it is shown how
the distribution of the time a best e ort call spends
in the system can be derived by applying techniques
from Markov driven workload processes. Finally, section 5 discusses a number of numerical results enlightning how the relevant performance measures varies as
a function of e.g. minimal accepted service rate, rmin,
and the nite queue's length, Q, for best e ort calls.

Under the assumption of Poisson arrivals and exponential holding times (nCV (t); nAU (t)) constitutes a two
dimensional Markov Chain and to obtain the performance measures we need to nd the generator matrix
G and to solve G = 0 and e = 1 where e = (1; :::; 1)
and  is the steady state probability distribution to be
found.
The Markov Chain is not time reversible and does
not obey a product form solution. However, as will
be shown next, it does have a nice quasi-birth-death
(QBD) structure which allows for ecient methods for
deriving the steady state distribution .
Let p = b BAUCrmin c. The two dimensional state
space can be partitioned into Q + p + 1 "macrostates" S ; ::; SQ; SQ ; ::; SQ p where Sj = f(i; j)ji =
2 The Partially Blocking-Queueing System
0; ::; b BCCV cg for 0  j  Q and Sj = f(i; j)ji =
2.1 Model and Assumptions
0; ::; b C j QBCVrminBAU cg for Q < j  Q + p. AdoptIn this section we formulate the Markov model in which ing this organisation of the state space and utilising the
a single link is o ered calls from two classes of trac. fact that in a continuous time Markov Chain multiple
events have probability zero, the generator matrix will
 Calls with guaranteed service characterized by have the following quasi-birth-death structure:
their arrival rate CV their departure rate CV
3
2 A
C
::
and their equivalent bandwidths BCV and
B A C
::
B
A
C
::
7
::
5
 Best e ort calls characterized by their their arrival G = 64 :: :: :: :: :::: AQ ::p CQ ::p
:: BQ p
AQ p
CQ p
rate AU their departure rate AU their peak rate
::
BQ p
AQ p
BAU and minimum required rate rminBAU
(1)
where the square matrix Aj represents all possible tranBoth types of calls arrive according to Poisson processes sitions when the number of best e ort calls in the sysand the holding time for CBR/VBR (guaranteed ser- tem is kept at j, the Bj (in general not square) mavice) calls are exponentially distributed with departure trix represents the possible
transitions when a best efrate CV . Each arriving ABR/UBR (best e ort) call fort call is removed from the system, and the Cj (also
brings with it an exponentially distributed service re- not square in general) matrix represents the transitions
quirement which in case the peak bandwidth is avail- when a best e ort call enters the system.
able throughout the entire duration of the connection The maximum number of best e ort calls the system
gives rise to a departure intensity of AU . In case the can handle simultaneously is N max = b C c + Q.
rmin
peak bandwidth is not available all best e ort connec- Let S (k) denote the numberAUof statesBAU
(i.e. the maxtions in progress on the link share the available band- imumTOT
of guaranteed service calls + 1) when the
width equally among them. The rate at which the best numbernumber
of
best
e ort calls in the system (i.e. in service
e ort calls are receiving service then uctuates in ac- and in the queue)
max.
is xed at just k, k = 0; :::; NAU
cordance with the bandwidth that is available on the Then
link, the response time assumed to be zero corresponding to an ideally working closed loop ABR rate based
C (maxf0; k Qg  rmin  BAU ) c + 1
ow control without propagation delay. The best e ort STOT (k) = b
BCV
calls in progress on the link are not allowed to receive
(2)
service at a rate smaller than rmin BAU . Instead incom- Thus, the total number of states, S, is simply:
ing call attempt are blocked or queued.
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2.2 System Description

The system under investigation is characterised by
(nCV (t); nAU (t)) where nCV (t) is the number of guaranteed service calls on the link at time t and nAU (t)
is the number of best e ort calls in the system (on
the link and in the queue) at time t. The vector
(nCV (t); nAU (t)) uniquely speci es how many best effort calls are waiting in the queue (q), and what service
rate r the in-service best e ort calls receive.
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Next, we will number (assign scalar indexes to) the
states in the two dimensional state space from 0:::S 1,
such that whenPthe system is in state (i; j), it will have
the index s = lj STOT (l)+i. That is, when the system is in the state with index s, there are i guaranteed
1

=0

2.3 State Space Example

service and j best e ort calls in the system:
j = fAU (s) := inf fI;

I

X

l

STOT (l) > sg

(4)

Consider the partially blocking-queueing system in Figure 1a.

=0

i = fCV (s) := s

fAUX
s

( )

1

l

STOT (l)

(5)

(Blocking)
B

=0

Thus fAU (s) gives from the index s the unique number
of best e ort calls in state s while fCV (s) gives the
unique number of guaranteed service calls in state s.
In any state (either given by its index, s, or by the
tuple (i; j)), we need to nd the current queue length
(i.e. the number of best e ort calls in the queue) and
the current service rate, r, associated with that state.
Note that when j = 0, or when j = q, i.e. all best e ort
calls are queued (if any in service), we naturally have
r = 0. It is important to note that arriving guaranteed
service calls are not allowed to "squeeze out" in-service
best e ort calls, even if there were space for them in
the queue. That is, an arriving CBR/VBR call cannot
increase the current queue length, q.
q = fq (i; j) := supfq; C i  BCV  rmin  (j q)  BAU g
(6)
 C iB
CV
if
j
=
6
q
and
j
=
6
0
(7)
r = fr (i; j) := 0j q BAU otherwise
(

)

With these equations at hand it becomes easy to specify element (s ; s ) of the generator matrix G, since
it represents a transition from a state of index s to a
state with index s . Denote j = fAU (s ); j = fAU (s )
the number of best e ort calls, and i = fCV (s ); i =
fCV (s ) the number of guaranteed service calls in the
system when it is in states of indexes s ; s respectively.
Further, let q ; q ; r ; r denote the queue length and
service rate in states s and s respectively. Note that
because of the above restriction of no squeeze out of
best e ort calls by guaranteed service calls, a transition
from a state with i guaranteed service calls to another
state with i guaranteed service calls is only allowed if
that transition does not imply a queue length increase,
i.e. it is only allowed if q = q in these two states.
Thus the generator matrix G has the following form:
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if i = i + 1; j = j
and q = q ;
AU
if i = i ; j = j + 1;
i  CV
if i = i 1; j = j ;
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The matrix diagonal D is determined such that the sum
of the elements in each row is 0.

B

= 1 Mbit/s
CV

CBR/VBR
= 2 Mbit/s

C=4 Mbit/s

AU
Q=1
r

min

= 0.75

ABR/UBR

(Blocking)

Fig.1a: The ATM link with two types of arrival streams
For illustration purposes we consider an ATM transmission link of capacity C = 4 Mbit/s, with two types
of calls as described above, with bandwidth demands
BCV = B = 1 Mbit/s and BAU = B = 2 Mbit/s. The
second type calls accept partial blocking with minimal
service rate rmin = 0:75. Additionally, these calls are
allowed to wait in a nite queue of capacity Q = 1. Let
the arrival rates be CV =  = 1 and AU =  = 1
1=s and let us assume equal mean holding times 1s for
both classes.
The state transition diagram of this system is depicted
by Figure 1b. According to Figure 1b the system can be
in one of 15 di erent (feasible) states, where each state
is uniquely characterized by the tuple (n ; n ), where
n and n are the number of the guaranteed service
and best e ort calls respectively. As described above,
from this state descriptor tuple the associated r service
rate and q queue length may easily (and uniquely) be
derived. Indeed, in e.g. state (n = 1; n = 2) both
best e ort calls receive service with service rate r =
rmin = 0:75 occupying n  r  B = 3 Mbit/s link
capacity leaving 1 Mbit/s capacity for the guaranteed
service call. Note that in e.q. state (n = 1; n = 3)
there is one best e ort call waiting in the queue and
two receiving service (with rate r = 0:75).
Regarding the transitions between "neighbouring"
states, i.e. states where only one of the state descriptors di er with only 1 (the other being equal), the lack
of two kinds of transitions are noteworthy. First, guaranteed service call arrivals are never allowed to increase
the best e ort calls queue length, q, since no preemption of the best e ort calls are allowed. (Such a policy is analyzed and compared to the partially blocking
scheme in [49].) Indeed, there is no transition from
state (n = 2; n = 1) to state (n = 3; n = 1).
Secondly, (and obviously): from a state, where all best
e ort calls in the system are waiting in the queue not
receiving service, there cannot be a state transition
"downwards", i.e. to a state with one less best effort call. (Consider e.g. state (n = 3; n = 1) with
q = n = 1.)
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Finally, note that if the system is in a state where
q = Q, further arriving best e ort calls will be blocked,
and thus we refer to these states as best e ort blocking
states. In the gure both the guaranteed service and
the best e ort blocking states are shown.

2.4 Obtaining Blocking Probabilities and the
Mean Time in System for Best E ort Calls

Once the steady state distribution (s) has been found,
we can obtain the guaranteed service class and the best
e ort class blocking probabilities (PCV and PAU ) by
identfying the indexes of the guaranteed service and
best e ort blocking states.
When the system is in state of index s, there are
j = fAU (s) best e ort and i = fCV (s) guaranteed service calls in the system. A state s is clearly a guaranteed service blocking state if i = STOT (j) 1; j =
max. Additionally, because guaranteed service
0; :::; NAU
calls may not squeeze out in-service best e ort calls, a
state (i; j) is also a guaranteed service blocking state if
qi ;j = qi;j + 1. A state (i; j) is a best e ort blocking
state if the following inequality holds:
C i  BCV  rmin  (j + 1 q)  BAU (8)
Then let SCV;Bl and SAU;Bl be the sets of guaranteed service and best e ort blocking states respectively. P
The blocking probabilities Pare then given by
PCV = s2SCV;Bl (s) and PAU = s2SAU;Bl (s).
The distribution of the time spent in the system for
the best e ort class can be obtained as shown in the
next section. However, the determination of the mean
time spent in the system is due to Little's famous result
much easier.
Let Sq denote the set of states where the queue size is
q. Then from the steady state distribution  we can
easily calculate the mean queue length. It is
+1

qMEAN =

max
NX
AU

q

=0

(q 

X

s2Sq

(s))

(9)

From Little's equation the mean waiting time of the
best e ort calls is therefore qMEAN =(AU  (1 PAU )).
Similarly, let Tw denote the set of states where the number of best e ort calls in the system is w. Then the
mean number of best e ort calls in the system is
WMEAN =

max
NX
AU

w

=0

(w 

X

s2Tw

(s))

(10)

And from Little's equation the mean time a best e ort
call spends in the system is WMEAN =(AU  (1 PAU )).

3 Customer Tagging and State Space Expansion

The method we follow here is based on (1) tagging a
best e ort call arriving to the system, which can, as we

have seen, be in one of the feasible states; and (2) carefully examining the possible transitions from the moment this tagged call enters the system until it acquires
the required service and leaves the system. Finally, unconditioning on all possible entrance state probabilities,
and applying results from [17], the moments of the best
e ort service time can be determined.
Consider the expanded state space of the system depicted of Subsection 2.3. Figure 1c shows the state
transition diagram from the tagged call0 s point of
view of the same system an infinitesimal amount of
time after the tagged call entered the system. Since we
assume that at least the tagged tagged best e ort call
is now in the system we exclude states where n = 0.
Figure 1c also shows the entrance probabilities, with
which the tagged call will nd the system in that state.
Thus, in Figure 1c, the tagged arriving best e ort call
will nd the system in state (n ; n ) with probability
p n ;n , and will bring the system into state (n ; n +1)
unless (n ; n ) happened to be a best e ort blocking
state. Note that p n ;n gives the non-zero elements of
the initial probability vector PR(0) of Section 4.
Since we are now focusing on our tagged call, Figure
1c also shows that we have to introduce a third state
descriptor in order to uniquely characterize the state
of the system. The third state descriptor speci es the
position of the tagged call in the queue (with the understanding that queue position 0 means that the call is in
service.) We also de ne a trapping (absorbing) state
[17], which corresponds to the state where the tagged
call has acquired the requested amount of service (Figure 1c) and leaves the system. In this expanded state
space the time until absorbtion [17] corresponds to the
time the tagged call spends in the system. Indexing
the new state space in a similar manner as we did with
the original state space in Section 2 the new generator
matrix, GE , will have the following structure:


(11)
GE = B0 Tw
where the B matrix represents the transitions between
the non-trapping states, the T vector contains the transitions to the trapping state, the 0 vector indicates that
no transitions are allowed from the trapping state, and
w = 0. Once the structure of the expanded state space
and the associated transition rates together with the
initial probability vector, PR (0), are determined, we
can apply the result of [6, 20, 27] for the determination
of the rth moment of Tx :
fTx g r = r!  PRT (0)  ( B) r  e
(12)
and speci cally for the mean:
E fTx g = PRT (0)  ( B)  e
(13)
In order to determine the generator matrix GE and the
corresponding B matrix of the new state space, we rst
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need to determine the number of states in the expanded In Figure 1c, for instance, if an arriving best e ort call
state space. From Equation (3) by omitting the states cannot enter service, but it nds the system at the time
from the original state space where n = 0, we have: of arrival with at least one free queue place (q < Q like
in state (n = 2; n = 1), then it will join the queue
SX
setting
q+1 and incrementing n , otherwise (when
CH(k)
(14) q = Q nlike=e.g.
SE = S STOT (0) +
in state (n = 2; n = 2)) it will be
k STOT
blocked. However, after an arrival there is no way for
where CH(k) stands for the number of children states the system to be in state (n = 2; n = 2; n = 0)
of state k in the original state space. The children (see Figure 1c) and therefore the corresponding value
states of a given state in the original state space are in the initial probability vector PR (0) has to be 0. In
those that have the same n and n state variables. our example PR (0) can be easily derived from Figure
Of course, all states in the original state space, except 1c by normalizing with the best e ort class blocking
for the ones where no best e ort calls are present, i.e. probability:
n = 0 will have at least 1 child state in the expanded
space. However, the states where n  2 and the corresponding queue length q  1 will have the following
PR (0) = fp ; ; p ; ; p ; ; p ; ; p ; ;
number of children states (all with di erent n state p ; ; p ; ; 0; p ; ; 0; p ; ; 0; p ; g=(1 P )
AU
variable value):

n =q
(15)
CH(k) = qq + 1 ifotherwise
As an illustrative example let us now follow an arriving
This equation expresses that the number of children best e ort call from the moment it enters the system
states must be equal to the number of possible queue until it is served and leaves it. Suppose that this tagged
positions of the tagged call (n = 1::q) plus 1 for the call nds the system in state (n =; 1; n = 2; q = 0);
state when the tagged call is in service (n = 0), unless this will happen with probability p on Figure 1c. In
in the original state all best e ort calls are in the queue this state no further service rate r decrease is allowed,
(n = q) and none in service, in which case n cannot but there is room in the queue, so the tagged call will
join it bringing the system into state (n = 1; n =
be 0.
3;
It is important to note that because of the FIFO pol- n = 1).
icy, neither a guaranteed service nor a best e ort call Suppose now that a guaranteed service call gets served
arrival can in uence the position of the tagged call in and the system moves into state (n = 0; n = 3; n =
the queue. However, it is possible that either a guaran- 1), indicating that the tagged call still has to wait in the
teed service or a best e ort call departure a ects the queue. Since this state is a best e ort blocking state,
tagged queue position, if the tagged call can either en- only a guaranteed service call arrival, or a best e ort
ter service or advance in the queue due to link capacity departure can happen. Assuming this latter event, the
increase after the departure. Let n (si ) and q(si ) de- system moves to state (n = 0; n = 2; n = 0), that
note the tagged queue position and the queue length is the tagged call has now entered service. The tagged
in state si respectively. Then n after a departure will and untagged best e ort calls are now in fact receiving service with equal AU rate, and therefore we need
either decrease with 1 or remain the same:
to distinguish between the tagged departure (into the
8
1 if q(s ) < q(s )
< n (s )
trapping state) and the untagged departure (into state
and n (s ) > 0
(16) (n = 0; n = 1; n = 0)).
n (s ) = :
n (s )
otherwise
Suppose this latter happens. Let us also assume that
the
tagged call gets served before any kind of arrival,
Similarly, an arriving best e ort call may join the queue
then
nally from state (n = 0; n = 1; n = 0) the sysonly at the last position. Indeed, in Figure 1c if there
tem
enters
the trapping state. Note that no transitions
are several states with identical n and n , but di erent
are
possible
to the trapping state from e.g. the states
n values (i.e. if there are several children states of
(n
=
3;
n
=
1; n = q = 1) and (n = 4; n = 1; n =
the same original state (n ; n )) then only the one with
q
=
1),
since
the
tagged call does not receive service.
highest n queue position can be entered by an arriving
best e ort call. This latter observation is essential in With the above considerations it is possible to derive
determining the PR (0) initial state probability vector. the GE and B matrices as well as the PR (0) vector
Because of the Poisson arrival process assumption, the from the original state space and the G generator manon-zero elements of this vector are clearly the steady trix, even though it is quite complicated to specify it
state probabilities of the best e ort non-blocking states symbolically. Using the state indexes of Figure 1c the
in the original state space.
structure of GE matrix in the above example is shown
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the probabilities by which a best e ort call enters the
system. Finally, s (x; s) is the matrix of Laplace Transforms of the time spent where in entry (i; j) entrance to
the system is in state i and departure from the system
is in state j.

4.2 The Unconditional Time to Completion
when Service Requirement is Exponential
Conditioning that the required inital workload is x we
have from (30) when summing over all nal states
s (x; s)e = exp[R (M sI)x]e
(18)
Assuming that the initial service requirement is exponentially distributed with parameter  then unconditioning x yields

where a = CV , A = AU , u = CV , U = AU and D
is detemined such that the rows sum up to 0. Note that
the last column lists the transition rates to the trapping
state from the di erent states. For instance, from state
6 (i.e. (n = 1; n = 1)) (Figure 1c) the tagged call
Z 1
will enter the trapping state with rate rU, since it is a

partially blocking state, as indicated in Figure 1c. Note s (s)e =
s(x; s)ee x dx
that in this particular example the service rate in all
Z 1
partially blocking states are equal (r = 0:75).
=
exp[R (M sI)x]e x dxe
We have developed a C program to generate numeriZ 1
cally these matrices and this vector. With respect to
=
exp[ R (sI (M R))x]dxe
the mean, the next Section provides an ecient method
to check the correctness of the above reasoning by ap- The integration yields
plying Little's theorem. Additionally, the numerical
results presented herein have been con rmed by simus (s)e = [sI (M R)] Re
(19)
lation, too.
Let PR (0) denote the initial probabilities in which the
4 The Partially Blocking Loss System
Markov
chain is started. Then the density function
When best e ort calls are not allowed to wait in a queue
T
for
the
time until completion of an exponentially
if insucient bandwidth are available at time of arrival, exp
distributed
workload
has transform
the Markov model simpli es in two ways. First, the
size of the state space becomes smaller since Q = 0.
PRT (0)s (s)e = PRT (0)[sI (M R)] Re (20)
Second and more important, the computation of the
time spent in the system simpli es because with zero which is seen to correspond to a phase type distribution
queue the need for children states in the extended state with initial probability vector PR (0), transient matrix
diagram which models the behaviour of a tagged best M R and vector R of rates to the absorbing state.
e ort call disappears.
This result is in accordance with theorem 3 in [4].
1

1

2

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

4.1 The Time in System Conditioning on Ser- 5 Numerical Results
vice Requirement x
By removing the absorbing state and all transitions to 5.1 Numerical Solution Approach

it we obtain an irreducible Markov Chain with a generator matrix which we denote M. Assuming that a best
e ort call has just arrived and conditioning that its
service requirement is x, the Laplace transform of the
time this best e ort call will spend in the system can
be found by applying the technique of Markov driven
workload processes. The computation is detailed in the
Appendix and the Laplace transform of the time a best
e ort call spends in the system conditioning that its
service requirement is x is:

PR(0)s (x; s)e = PR (0) exp[R (M sI)x][I M=s] e
(17)
where M is the generator of reduced irreducible Markov
process given above, R is a diagonal matrix where enty
k; k gives the service rate available for a best e ort call
in state k, and PR (0) is the probability vector given
1

1

We have employed a sparse implementation of a direct
matrix method called the GTH algorithm [14] (named
after the authors Grassman, Taksar and Heyman).
The GTH algorithm is a speci c variant of the Gaussian
elimination for the calculation of the steady-state probability vector of a Markov chain. This algorithm makes
the calculation of the steady-state probability vector of
a Markov chain numerically stable. The complexity
of the algorithm is of the same order as the standard
Gaussian elimination and the GTH algorithm consists
of only minor modi cations of the standard Gaussian
elimination procedure without pivoting and it makes
the elimination procedure cancellation free i.e. no subtractions are performed. In [14] and [16] numerical evidence was given that the cancellation free scheme did in
fact facilitate the accurate computation of steady-state
probability vectors of large Markov chains (10 states).
6

Recently in [29] it has been shown formally that the algorithm is stable and that the algorithm computes each
component in the steady-state vector with low relative
error. The latter is clearly of extreme importance when
considering large Markov chains and when the individual elements in the steady-state probability vector differ by many orders of magnitude. The analysis in [29]
indicates that a careful sparse implementation of the
GTH algorithm for the calculation of the steady-state
probability vector of a nite state QBD matrix could
be done accurately even for as much as 10 10 states.
5

6

5.2 Results

In this section we consider a single link of capacity
C=60 Mbit/s, which is o ered calls according to a Poisson process and with exponential holding time belonging to two di erent service classes. To obtain interesting numerical results and emphasizing the role of call
queueing and partial blocking we assume that (guaranteed service) CBR/VBR calls are narrow band, while
best e ort calls are wide band. Speci cally, any guaranteed service class calls have a bandwidth demand of
BCV = 1 Mbit/s and mean holding time 1=N = 1
s. Guaranteed service class calls do not accept partial
blocking, i.e. they are either given the required bandwidth BCV or blocked and lost. Wide band calls are
of the best e ort (ABR/UBR) type characterized by
the (maximal) bandwidth demand BAU = 10 Mbit/s
and mean holding time 1=W = 1 s, and, as discussed
above, by the minimal accepted service rate rmin < 1.
Best e ort calls do accept partial blocking, i.e. they
are admitted into the system if, at the time of arrival
the available bandwidth is at least rmin  BAU . In
the examples below we assume that all in-service best
e ort calls receive the same instantenous service rate
r(t) = max[ CnWnNt tBBAUCV ; 1] > rmin , where nN (t) and
nW (t) denote the number of (narrow band) guaranteed
service and (wide band) best e ort calls in the system
at time t.
Figure 2 shows the performance measures of this partially blocking (PB) system (where we let CV =
10  AU = 30 1/s). As rmin decreases form 1.0 to 0.4,
ABR (wide band, WB) class blocking also decreases
from 40% to 13% ! Additionally, CBR/VBR (narrow
band, NB) class blocking decreases, too, even though
this decrease is not so signi cant. This performance increase in blocking probabilities is, of course, at the expense of the best e ort class calls increased time spent
in the system. This time increase is less than 20% at
rmin = 0:6, but reaches almost 60% at rmin = 0:4.
To assess the performance of the system we de ne the
overall performance measure in the spirit of [25], as follows:
Perf = 1 1P+NTPW
(21)
( )

( )

where T stands for the mean additional time spent in

the system as compared to the mean time spent in the
system if no partial blocking or queueing were allowed
(i.e. the "original" mean holding time of the best e ort
calls, 1=AU ). This performance measure takes into account the tradeo between blocking probabilities and
best e ort call time spent in the system. It is maximal
around rmin = 0:7, indicating that choosing a smaller
value for rmin results in a relatively great increase in
service time for the best e ort calls, and it "doesn't
pay o " in terms of blocking probability decrease. Another popular extension of the Erlang Loss Model has
been the so called mixed delay and loss (MDL) systems
[12, 2, 28]. Even though it is fundamentally di erent
from the PB model, its performance measures are comparable to ours. This is because mixed delay and loss
systems also attempt to decrease blocking probability
at the expense of increased time spent in the system,
i.e. in the queue and in service.
This motivates the comparison of the performance measures of a PB and an MDL system. Figure 3 shows the
perfomance measures of a system with the same system
parameters as of Figure 2. Here, instead of partially
blocking best e ort calls, they are placed in a nite
queue (the size of which varies form 0 to 6) in case of
insucient bandwidth at the time of arrival. As the
queue length increases, the wide band class blocking
decreases, as expected, from 40% to 9% - roughly the
same decrease in the blocking probability as in the PB
system. Note, however, that the blocking of the narrow
band class here increases to 18% ! This explains why
the combined performance measure (Perf) of the PB
system is strictly superior to that of the MDL system,
which is an important advantage of PB systems.
To combine the advantages of MDL and PB systems, we
now consider a system where both queueing and partial
blocking are allowed for the wide band best e ort calls.
Here we consider a link of capacity C = 30 Mbit/s.
Narrow band calls require BCV = 1 Mbit/s bandwidth,
wide band calls require BAU = 12 Mbit/s (case I) or 6
Mbit/s peak bandwidth (case II). In case I the total offered load BCV  N  (1=N )+BAU  W  (1=W ) is 16
Mbit/s*Erlang, in case II it is 30 Mbit/s*Erlang. Figures 4 and 5 show the di erent performance measures
when rmin decreases from 1.0 to 0.5. The behaviour of
the system is investigated in six subcases as the maximal queue length (bu er size), Q for wide band calls
changes from 0 up to 5.
Figures 4a and 5a show the wide band class blocking
probabilities in these two cases (I and II). The wide
band class blocking probability drastically decreases as
rmin decreases when there is call queueing, or when the
queue size is small, Q = 1 or Q = 2. Providing for a
single queue place and accepting 50% partial blocking
in case II., for instance, decreases blocking from 42%
under 10%. Further increase of the queue capacity,

or, when the bu er space is kept at 2 or more, further
decrease of rmin doesn't have signi cant impact on wide
band blocking.
Figures 4b and 5b depicts the narrow band class blocking probabilities. Naturally, wide band call queueing
causes an increase in narrow band blocking, but this
increase can be compensated somewhat by permitting
narrow band calls to "squeeze" the in-service wide band
calls. In case II., for instance, providing a single queue
place for the wide band calls, increases narrow band
blocking from 6 to 14 %, but as rmin decreases to 0.5,
blocking decreases to 11%.
It is interesting how the time a wide band call spends in
the system depends on rmin and Q, as seen in Figures
4c and 5c. Clearly, the longer the queue, the longer
the mean queueing time (and smaller their blocking
probability) becomes. Choosing rmin is a clear trade o
between (1) how long a call has to wait in the queue (the
smaller rmin becomes, the faster wide band calls get
into service, becuase they accept smaller bandwidth,
and (2) how "fast" service they get (the greater rmin
is, the smaller the in-service time becomes).
The overall performance measure as de ned by (21)
is shown in Fig. 4.d and 5.d. According to this performance measure we conclude that very short queues
(Q = 0; 1; 2) combined with moderate minimal service
rates rmin = 0:7; 0:8 give satisfactory performance.

6 Conclusions

We have investigated a mixed queueing and loss system where calls with guaranteed service paramters
(CBR/VBR) and best e ort (ABR/UBR) calls require
service. Assuming that wide band calls subscribe for
best e ort service, we model these calls as ones which
tolerate partial blocking of their required peak bandwidth. Further, these calls also accept non-zero connection setup time modelled as the waiting time in a
nite capacity queue. Narrow band calls have been assumed to be of CBR/VBR sources. These calls themselves do not accept partial blocking, but they are allowed to decrease the given bandwidth for best e ort
service users. With a Markov analysis we have found
that in terms of the most important performance measures this system performs better than systems without
call queueing or partial blocking. Furtheremore, it has
been shown that in our model the time spent in the system by the best e ort (i.e. ABR/UBR) calls is a phase
type distributed random variable. Future works include
the investigation of optimal call admission procedures
in the mixed best e ort - QoS guaranteed environment
[49] on the link level and the investigation of optimal
routing strategies on the network level [48].

steady state distribution,  ful l: e = 1 and M = 0,
where e denotes the vector with all unit elements:
e = f1::1g. Furthermore let R be a diagonal matrix
in which diagonal element rk denotes the rate at which
uid is emitted (in our application the rate at which
service is accomplished) when the process is in state k.
If Wt denotes the total amount of accomplished service
at time t, then Tx = inf ftjWt > xg will be the time
it takes for the Markov process to accomphish a total
service requirement of x. Then the events fWt  xg
and fTx  tg are mutually exclusive and their union
gives the event of certainty which implies:
PrfWt  xg + PrfTx  tg = 1
and
PrfWt  x; Xt = j g + PrfTx  t; Xt = j g = j
that is

Pij (x; t) + Sij (x; t) = ij (t)

(22)

where we let
Pij (x; t) = PrfWt  x; Xt = j jX = ig
(23)
Sij (x; t) = PrfTx  t; Xt = j jX = ig
and
ij (t) = PrfXt = j jX = ig
Now, using the well known connection between M and
(t) = [ij (t)]:(see e.g. [9]) (t) = exp[Mt], and using
the matrix notation P(x; t) = [Pij (t)] and S(x; t) =
[Sij (t)] we obtain:
0

0

0

P(x; t) + S(x; t) = exp[M(t)]

(24)

Next considering (23), and making use of the exponential state sojourn times in a CTMC, and applying arguments from [1], we'll get a di erential equation, which
describes the system dynamics.

Derivation of Transform of Distributions

From an argument analogue to the argument pp. 1875
in [1] we get
@P (x; t) + @P (x; t)R = P(x; t)M
(25)
@t
@x
where R = diag(r ; :::; rn)
Multiplication with exp( zx) exp( st) and integration
over t and x on the positive line gives after a few algebraic manipulations
(26)
P (z; s) = z1 [sI + zR M]
Appendix: Time Spent in System: Approach
Based on Markov Driven Workload Processes where
R
R
Let M denote the in nitesimal generator of the Con- F  (z; s) = 1 1 exp( zx) exp( st)F(x; t)dtdx is
tinuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) Xt and let the the double Laplace transform.
1

1

0

0

Inversion in the s-parameter immediately yields
P (z; t) = z exp[(M zR)t] and the Laplace Transform of the density function for the workload at time t
is
p (z; t) = exp[(M zR)t]
(27)
From this equation we can easily get the mean acquired
service (Wt ) generated at time t. It is
 (z; t)
e
m(t) =  @p @z
z o
where, just as before, e = f1::1g is the n-dimensional
vector of 1's.
P
tn
n
Since exp[(M zR)t] = 1
n n (M zR) we get
1

=

=0

!

1 tn nX
X

From these considerations we nally get that the mean
time until worklevel x is reached seen from an arbitrary
arrival is
1 xn

R X
n
(x;
0))e
=
E fTx g = a( @s
@s
Re n n! [R M] R e
e = x
(32)
= x Re
Re
1

1

1

=1

just as could be expected !
For the variance the computation is a bit more complicated and the nal formula unfortunately also.
Put Fx (s) = exp[R (M sI)x] and G(s) = [I
M=s] . Then s (x; s) = Fx (s)G(s) and
1

1


@ exp[(M zR)t] =
j R(M zR)n j @ s (x; s) = Fx00(s)G(s) + 2Fx0 (s)G0 (s) + Fx (s)G00 (s)
(M
zR)
@s
@z
n n! j
@ s
00
= Fx00(s)e since
Evaluation of the derivative in z = 0 and the fact that Therefore @s (x; 0)e = 0 Fx (s)G(s)e
00
G(0)e = e and since G (0)e = G (0)e = 0 because
M = 0 leads to
Me = 0. The second derivative of the exp[R (M
n
X
sI)x]
gives
(28)
m(t) = tRe = t  r
1

2

1

2

=1

=0

2

2

1

i

i i

j
1 xn nX X
X
00
[R (M
just as we would expect! Combining (22) and (26) gives Fx (s) =
n n! j i
j i
S  (z; s) = [zI + R (sI M)] [sI M]
(29)
=0

1

1

sI)]i (R )

1

=2

1

1

1

An inversion in z gives S  (x; s) = exp[R (M
sI)x][sI M] yielding the following Transform for
the density function of Tx
s (x; s) = exp[R (M sI)x][I M=s]
(30)
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R we get
Recalling that a = Re

E fTx g = aFx00(0)e
1 xn
2 X
n
= Re
n! [R M] R e
2
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1
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From this we get after some algebraic manipulations
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Since [I M=s]
e n= e because e = (I M=s)e we get
P
x
n

s (x; 0) = 1
n  n (R M) implying s (x; 0)e = e
showing that ps (x; 0)e = 1 for any probability vector
p since Me = 0.
Furthermore, and more interestingly
@s (x; s) = exp[R (M sI)x][I M=s] M=s
@s
1 xn nX
X
[R (M sI)]j R
+
n!
n
j
[R (M sI)]n j [I M=s]
Again, since Me = 0 we get
1 xn
@s (x; s)e = X
[R M]n R e
(31)
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Applying that R M[R M ea] = [R M] and the
non-singularity of [R M ea] see e.g. p. 238 in [26]
gives
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1

2

1
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1

At an arbitrary point in time the distribution of the underlying Markov process is  and an arrival (in nitesi- E fT g = 2 ( x I +
x
mal amount of uid arrival) will see a probability ai for
Re 2

r
i
i
1 xn
being in state i where ai = Pn j rj . Written in vector
X
[R M]n[R M ea] )R e
R .
n!
notation we get a = Re
n
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Noting that ea[R M ea] = ea it is not dicult to
show that R M[R M ea] = I ea. This gives
the following simpli cations
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2 ( x I + exp[R Mx][R M
E fTx g = Re
2
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From this it is clear that
2 (exp[R Mx] I)[R M ea] R e
V arfTx g = Re
2 
x Re
(33)
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